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NEWSLETTER
Dear Knitters,
What perfect weather we have experienced this Easter. I do hope
you all have enjoyed the Easter break.
At the beginning of April, the Association again held the annual camp
at Victor Harbor. Twenty-four knitters and two husbands attended.
The demonstrations were all excellent, even though we were one
short this year. Unfortunately Eleanor Goldfinch took ill a couple of
weeks before and it is not possible to get some-else to fill in with
such short notice.
The meals were very good and the weather was great.

Gillian Gittins
5 Acorn Place
Blakeview SA 5114
(08) 8284 2009
gilliangittins@adam.com.au

The fit and energetic people were able to go for their daily walk, with
the beach being a short distance away.

COMMITTEE

A $25.00 Spotlight Voucher was donated as a prize for this, by Kaye
Leamon, one of the members who travels from Boort in northern
V ictoria to attend this camp. Members also travelled from Mildura,
Cowell, and Whyalla to attend.

Sigrid Burford
Gillian Gittins
June Kelly
Chris Pritchard
Sue Whyte
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The competition this year was excellent with about 20 entries.
This was won by Sylvia Dennis from the Whyalla Club.

It is now only a couple of months until Diane Chambers visits us.
The first workshop will be held at the Payneham Community Centre,
Payneham Road on Saturday 22nd July. The second one is on
Tuesday 25th July at the Port Pirie club rooms.
These are situated at the old railway station.

MKASA
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Mail the relevant forms to
Rita Divine
ONE-OFF ADVERTISING
“Wanted to Sell/buy” adverts:
$5 for non-members,
free for members
CORPORATE ADVERTISING
Quarter page
$25 annual fee
Half page
$50 annual fee

The cost is $35.00 for Members and $45.00 for Non Members.
The time for both workshops is 9.30 am for 10.00 am start.
The Melrose camp will be held in October. This is a different format
to the Victor Harbor camp, with only one demonstration. Members
bring their machines and do their own thing for the rest of the
week-end.
The demonstration this year will be Garter Carriage. Do think about
coming along if you have never been to a camp before.
Continued overleaf…..
DEADLINE FOR AUGUST NEWSLETTER ITEMS
15th JULY 2017
Please send items for the Newsletter to
Newsletter Editor GILLIAN GITTINS
gilliangittins@adam.com.au
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Continued…...

Thank you to Jill Rashleigh for her help at Victor Harbor camp. I was recovering from a knee
reconstruction and Jill did all the running around for me.
Thankyou also to my husband, Frank, who came along this time and did all the heavy lifting.
Without them both I would not have been able to attend.
I do hope you all have your machines out and working now that it is cooler weather.
Think about entering the shows that are coming up.
Entries for Adelaide show usually close in June.
The closing dates for the country shows are closer to the day of the show.
Check the internet for more information on this.
Happy Knitting.

Wendy Smith

EDITOR’S NOTES

……………….000000000………………...

Joy Turner, from Ingle Farm Club, sent me some information about a tea-cosy competition.
This information is published near the end of the newsletter. See pages 10 and 11.
Joy Taylor’s camp is in July. Please contact Joy if you intend going. Information is on page 12.
Diane Chambers workshops are also in July. Unfortunately the Adelaide session of the workshop clashes with Joy’s camp. These things happen.
I will be running a Girl Guide camp around that time, too, but not over the weekend, so I am able
to Diane’s workshop in Adelaide.
The registration form for the Diane Chambers workshops is on page 9 of the newsletter.
Please check it out, and consider attending if you are not going to Joy’s camp. I have learnt so
much from Diane’s workshops, but have not been able to attend any of Joy’s camps, because
Girl Guide camps usually happen at that time.
It was great to welcome first time campers, Pam, Mary and Mavis, to the Victor Harbor camp.
I hope they enjoyed their experience and will return.
I managed to see all of the demonstrations this time, even if two of them had to be ‘part time,’ so
that I could fit them all in. So often the demonstrators only see a couple of the sessions run by
the other demonstrators. I came home quite enthused by the new ideas I had seen.
Now to put them into practice.
Photos from the camp have been slotted into small spaces throughout the newsletter.
If you need to contact Shirley Hooper, please note that she has a new email address.
Please continue to inform me if anyone you know misses out on their newsletter, received either
by post, or by email.
Sometimes the only way they know that they have missed theirs, is through conversations with
those who have received the latest issue.

The theme for this
year’s Victor Harbor
competition was
Easter. Sylvia Dennis
won this with her entry
of Mother Rabbit with
her kits and a basket of
chicks.
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FUR TRIMMED BEANIE
Idea Source

Jill Rashleigh

April 2017

Own Design

Machine

Standard Gauge 4.5mm EON SS10

Yarn

1 x 50g Feathers/Ostrich yarn, 25-30gm x 8 ply yarn

Sizes

Adult 50-55+cm

Child 45-50cm

Baby 40-45cm

Stitches

83 EON

73 EON

63 EON

Brim Rows

RC0 Use whole ball of
Feathers (approx. 35

RC0 Use whole ball of
Feathers (approx. 35

RC0 Use whole ball of
Feathers (approx. 35

Head Rows

Knit to RC90 ( approx.
55 rows)

Knit to RC82 (approx.
47 rows)

Knit to RC72 (approx.
37 rows)

Crown Rows

EON (every 4th needle) EON (every 4th needle) EON (every 4th needle)
4 rows x SS6
4 rows x SS6
4 rows x SS6

Cast Off

RC94

RC86

RC76

Take off on thread

Take off on thread

Take off on thread

To knit on the Mid Gauge 6.5mm using every needle and SS6, use the same stitches and rows as
above. Use SS3 for EON rows. The yarn quantities will be much the same.
To knit on the Bulky 9mm using every needle and SS1, use the same stitches and rows as above.
Use SS0- for EON rows. The yarn quantities will be much the same.
Finish with a flat side seam and pom pom or I-cord decoration as desired.
Hint : when knitting with Feathers/Ostrich yarn, do not use the tension discs, tension the yarn at
the start of each row, use weights and check that the end needle has knitted through each row.

‘FEATHERS' POMPOMS
You can make fluffy pompoms with Feathers.
It is easy to knit provided you remember to weight it well, keep the yarn moving smoothly (don’t use
the tension disks), make sure the end needles knit every row (pull out to HP) and make sure you are
not looping the yarn at the beginning of each row (tension by hand).
An average sized pompom is knitted with 20 stitches and 16 rows EON SS10 on a standard gauge
machine.
Finish by threading a needle through the last row of stitches and pull up tightly. Sew the seam,
stuff with fibrefill and draw up the bottom.
Attach to your hat.
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NEWS FROM MEMBERS—OLD KNITTING MACHINE
by June

Kelly

I thought this might be of interest to our knitters and anyone else.
When we went on a five day Bute Buses Tour, we stayed for four nights in the Mount Gambier
Comfort Inn (North side) and visited different parts of the South East each day.
On the fourth day we visited the Millicent Visitors Centre. Here we were divided into two groups.
Our Tour Guide took us through different areas of the Millicent Living History Museum, which is at
the back of the Visitors Centre, and we saw old things of by-gone years.
One room had an old knitting machine enclosed in a glass case. This shows that knitting
machines have been around for over a hundred years. I could not get close enough to the
machine to see when it was made and
who made it.
As you can see, it is very bulky
compared to knitting machines these
days.
Unfortunately, the camera flash reflected
off the glass case.
June Kelly

(above)

Front view

(right)

Side view

(below)

Yarn cones and pattern book

I am taking the licence of presuming
that this is an industrial machine.
It is a far cry from the ‘State of the Art’
machines knitters saw at the Silver
Fleece factory on the visit hosted by
Payneham Club last year.
In its hey day, this machine would
have been ‘State of the Art.’
Gillian
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NEWS FROM CLUBS
PAYNEHAM MACHINE KNITTING CLUB
from Rita Divine
The Payneham Machine Knitting Club resumed in February and planned the program of
demonstrations for the coming year..
We had a good turn out of members in March and everyone had been asked to bring something
to do with Easter, and as you can see in the photo we had a good selection of Easter bunnies,
chicks and also an Easter Bilby.
At each meeting we also have a show and tell, and last month we had a good selection of items,
including babies’ jumpers, toys, gloves and various other pieces knitted for charity.
At our next meeting we hope to have Wendy giving us a demonstration on adding pockets to
garments.

The club meets on the first Tuesday of each month starting at 12.30 with a cup of tea and a
natter. We then go on to Show and Tell followed by a demonstration. The meeting usually closes
about 3p.m.
Anyone is welcome to come along and join our club. If you want further information you can
phone me on 82648377. Rita Divine
Planned program
2nd May
6th June
4th July
1st August
5th September
3rd October
7th November
5th December

buttons and braids
Wendy Smith demonstrating
AGM
Cut and Sew with Jill
Melbourne Cup Lunch Day
Christmas Lunch

BYO lunch (optional) and a cup.
Tea, coffee and biscuits provided.
$2.00 per meeting.

000000……….

……….00000
Victor
Harbor
Camp
Demonstrators
2017

Victor Harbor demonstrators
from left:
Joy, Wendy, Jill, Sigrid, and
Gillian
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INTRODUCING……………..

MAVIS GOSS
Mavis is new to machine knitters’ camps, but is not new to
machine knitting. She lives in Victor Harbor, and attended
the camp for the first time.
An aunt of Mavis had an old Knitmaster knitting machine and
used it to knit novelties and embellishments on clothes.
Mavis bought the same type of machine, and was taught by
her aunt. She was determined to succeed, and knitted for
everyone after she had mastered her machine.
She knitted school jumpers and men’s jumpers for other
people for many years.
Mavis’ mother had many machines—a bulky and a Singer. Her specialty was to knit Scotty dogs
on jumpers for her family. Her sister also became a machine knitter, owning a Singer, so
machine knitting was in the family.
When her mother died, Mavis inherited her machines. She moved to Adelaide from where she
was living in Highgate, and worked as a theatre nurse and midwife for many years. She donated
three knitting machines to the Warnambool TAFE, but later regretted doing that.
Now she is retired—she worked until she was 70—and lives in Victor Harbor. She belongs to a
local Spinners and Weavers group, but has also decided to return to machine knitting. It has
been a challenge, but Mavis has enjoyed the challenge. She has found so many innovative
ideas around.
The nearest machine knitting club is Murray Bridge. Mavis has only attended a few times, but
has found the people there so friendly and helpful. She was invited to their Christmas function,
and was glad to meet so many helpful people.
Murray Bridge Club meets in the Lutheran Church in Swanport Road, on the fourth Monday of
each month. The meetings are held in a basement room, and the entrance is down a slope
(on the outside of the building.)
The Murray Bridge Club welcomes any visitors from other places or clubs, so if you are in Murray
Bridge on the fourth Monday of the month, take the opportunity to meet with some fellow knitters.
……….00000000000……….
A view of the Adare House staircase seen from the servery line up door. The Victor Harbor challenge puzzle was completed in time this year.
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PROFILE OF A MACHINE KNITTER:

SHIRLEY JONES
Member of Payneham Machine Knitting Club

About six years ago I was at St Vinnies visiting when I heard,
“Ask her! Ask her!”
I was told they had a knitting machine cabinet with everything in
it and if they could not sell it within two weeks they were going to
throw out all the machine parts and try to just sell the cabinet.
A week later I went back and purchased the lot with the delivery charge included!
So there was my first machine.
I now have several machines and can fix them with hubby’s help.
I then joined the Payneham Machine Knitting Club and went along with Kathy Davis.
Kathy taught me, with the first step being how to maintain a machine, clean it and replace the
sponge bar.
The next important step was to read the instructions, so if she was not around I could carry on.
Thank you Kathy.
I enjoy making beanies, as I enter the Alice Springs Beanie Festival each year and go
and volunteer. (check out Beaniefest.org)
It is a stepping stone to “going further out.”
I use hand-spun wool and commercial wool. The ones featured are all hand-spun.
Two years ago Tony Bennett came from Perth and showed his creations made from
rectangles and squares.
He asked if anyone was going to try out his patterns, so I decided to make the cardigan.
The panels are tuck stitch. The wool is natural 3 ply from a South Australian coloured fleece.
The edging is crab stitch.
My latest project is learning to knit gloves on the machine.
Gillian Gittins gave me personal tuition.
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TEA COSY PATTERNS
There are a lot of free tea cosy patterns on Ravelry, if you have access to it. One, labelled
‘Machine Knit Shadow Pleated Cosy’ by Roni Knutson, is available as a free download.
It is copyright, so it has not been published here—only the photo. It’s blue. It is for a bulky
machine, but using thinner yarn, like 8 ply, and more stitches, it could be adapted for the standard gauge machine.
Another weblink site, with lots of tea cosies is,
https://cosytea.wordpress.com/free-tea-cosy-knitting-patterns/
With imagination, the patterns can be adapted to machine knitting. Have a look if you have
access, or know someone who can do it for you. Like the other sites, there are some fun
tea-cosies. (Some would even make funny beanies!)
A beanie pattern also makes a great tea-cosy. Just knit it in two pieces so that the spout and
handle can be accommodated.
Some of the pictures below are from
Cosytea,
and others are from
Ravelry
(free tea cosy patterns).
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DIANE CHAMBERS WORKSHOPS
Diane will be visiting South Australia again in July 2017 and conducting two workshops,
one in Adelaide and one in Port Pirie. Diane is an entertaining and knowledgeable
speaker and this is a workshop you should not miss.
WHEN

: Saturday 22nd July 2017 at Payneham Community Centre (Payneham Rd)
Tuesday 25th July 2017 at Port Pirie Club Rooms (old Railway Station)

COST

:

$35 for members and $45 for non-members

TIME

:

9.30 for 10.00am start – finishing around 4.00pm

LUNCH: BYO lunch – morning tea will be provided
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REGISTRATION FORM FOR DIANE CHAMBERS WORKSHOPS
NAME …………………………………………………………………………………………………
ADDRESS ……………………………………………………………………………………………
POST CODE ……………..TELEPHONE …………………………………………
EMAIL …………………………………………………………………………………………………
WORKSHOP (Please circle)

PAYNEHAM 22nd July

FINAL DATE FOR PAYMENT AND REGISTRATION

PORT PIRIE 25th July
7th JULY

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Cheque or money order made out to Machine Knitters Association of South Australia
Inc and send to:
Rita Divine, PO Box 228, Modbury North SA 5092
OR
Pay by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) BankSA BSB 105-135 Account 065 312940
AND post or email the receipt and form to Rita.
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Phone 8294 7441

SUE WHYTE
6 BELINYA COURT
MODBURY NORTH
SA 5092

2 BYRON STREET, GLENELG
(Off Jetty Road)

Knitting Yarns
Knitting Machine Specialist and Tuition
3,4 ply DK SHAMAL.
2,3,4 ply SUPERWASH PURE WOOL
4 ply PURE WOOL
4 ply RUTLAND TWEED PURE WOOL
3 ply NATURELL
3 ply VELVETEEN
70% ACRYLIC 30% COTTON

Sewing & Knitting Centre
Sales & Repairs to all makes of machines
Email:
barb@barbssewandknits.com.au

For special prices
Phone Sue (08) 8263 7003
Country ladies use “OFF PEAK”

KNITTING AND CRAFT RETREAT—ALDINGA, SA
16—23 JULY 2017

Have you ever dreamed of spending a whole week doing your favourite craft, or just
relaxing and socialising with like-minded people? Then this is the holiday for you.
All crafts welcome;
· Accommodation and delicious home cooked meals included;
· Walking trails and nearby beach;
· Fun and laughter.
Machine knitters can choose to work on their own projects or undertake an Origami or
Sideways Knit project (for which detailed notes will be provided). Expert tuition and advice will be
available throughout the camp.
Vacancies are available for 2017 (partners welcome).
Further details available from Joy Taylor (Ph 8276 1071)

